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ABSTRACT
A surface acoustic wave (SAW) device design analysis is being per­
formed to determine the feasibility of designing and constructing surface 
acoustic wave bandpass filters using a universal blank approach. This 
approach is based on the oversampled SAW transducer design technique which 
allows a wide range of center frequency and bandwidth devices to be con­
structed with the same transducer element spacing on the substrate. The 
existence and location of the image passbands resulting from the sampling 
process have been verified and a practical approach to incorporate acoustic 
diffraction correction into the design model has been established and tested. 
In addition, the capacity weighted transducer configuration which signi­
ficantly reduces second order effects such as diffraction and allows 
weighted transducers to be cascaded has been demonstrated and characterized.
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SUMMARY
The surface wave universal blank study, contract number F33615-75- 
R-1291, is being performed to investigate the feasibility of designing 
surface acoustic wave bandpass filters with responses virtually independent 
of transducer element spacing so that filters with a wide range of center 
frequencies and bandwidths could be constructed from a previously prepared 
universal blank consisting of a piezoelectric substrate fitted with parallel 
conductor lines. Surface acoustic wave transducers could then be constructed 
by a simple metal erosion using a laser trimmer. It is a further objective 
that the response of the filter be modified to correct for spurious responses 
not predicted by the modeling technique and to provide a photomask for future 
construction with all corrections for second order effects incorporated.
The initial results in this feasibility study have been quite favorable 
in that the oversampling design techniques are producing the predicted images 
and that two oversampled transducers operated in cascade produce the predicted 
results. Images will be placed sufficiently far from the direct response 
so that little loss of selectivity is anticipated with the use of matching 
networks.
Surface acoustic wave diffraction is one of the major sources of errors 
in the SAW filter frequency response, particularly in the transition regions 
between the passband and the rejection band. Diffraction has in the past 
been very difficult to model because of the large number of calculations 
required to analytically predict the transducer response including the 
effects of diffraction.’
A new frequency independent tap FIT approach to diffraction analysis 
reduced the calculations by orders of magnitude when two multi-tap trans­
ducers are operating in cascade. The FIT approach is particularly signi­
ficant because its basic assumption is that each tap has a constant
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stength and a linear phase response with frequency which is precisely 
the assumption which one makes in designing the surface acoustic wave 
devices. Therefore the error of the FIT analysis represents an error 
that cannot be corrected by tap weighting no matter how accurate the analysis 
might be. Since the analysis time has been reduced from hours to seconds, 
design procedures which account for the effects of acoustic diffraction 
become compatible with the real time design procedure required for the SWUB 
concept.
The coupling strength control of each element of a surface acoustic 
wave transducer is absolutely essential in SAW filter design procedures 
and is particularly important in the SWUB concept. Many excellent tap 
weighting techniques have been derived such as apodization, finger with- 
drawl, series weighting, and many others. However, each suffers limitations 
which make them non-applicable to the SWUB technique. A capacity weighting 
technique for adjusting the strength of each interdigital transducer element 
has been demonstrated and characterized in this study and the results show 
considerable promise not only for SAW filters designed by the SWUB concept 
but by all SAW filters because the technique is usable on weak as well 
as strong coupling coefficient materials; there is no apodization loss; 
both input and output transducers are weighted; higher harmonics are repro­
duced with excellent fidelity; substrate size is reduced significantly; 
the tap weights are controllable over a large dynamic range with continuous 
adjustment; and diffraction errors are smaller and more easily analyzed.
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1I. INTRODUCTION 
A. Objectives
The objectives of this contract are to investigate the feasi­
bility of a fast accurate SAW filter design and fabrication technique- 
which will expand the application of the reliable low cost surface 
acoustic wave devices into more signal processing applications. Unlike 
many other electronic elements, filters are tailored to specific wave­
forms and system configurations and cannot be stacked as an on the shelf 
item. In addition, the filter response often dictates the per­
formance and design of the entire communication equipment and it is 
important to have early access to prototype, filters especially if a 
large number of different filters are required. It is hoped that in the 
long-term the results of these studies will reduce the time required to 
realize a prototype SAW filters from months to hours.
The objectives during this period were to address the specific 
problems which arise by the use of the oversampled technique for designing 
SAW transducers as it applies to the universal blank concept and to 
improve the modeling techniques particularly with regard to diffraction 
which is one of the most difficult second order effects to calculate 
and model.
The performance of a surface acoustic wave device is limited by 
the techniques utilized to set the transducer tap weights. During this 
period the capacity weighted transducer network approach for tap weight 
adjustment was demonstrated and characterized.
2B. Technical Background
In the past few years considerable progress has been made in the 
improvement of SAW bandpass filter performance with better modeling and 
transducer configurations. Three recent developments, namely: 1) The
oversampling transducer design technique which allows transducers with a 
given line spacing to perform over a wide range of center frequencies and 
bandwidths [1]. 2) The capacity weighted transducer networks which allow
the accurate adjustment of the transducer taps [6], and 3) The transducer 
effective tap amplitude measurement [2] which allows the strength and delay 
of each individual tap to be measured while the filter is in operation had 
led to the universal blank concept.
Surface wave universal blank approach to filter design is illustrated 
in Figure 1. The response specification is to be inserted into the design 
model which accounts for as many second order effects as is practical and 
provides location of the tap openings required to convert the universal 
blank to a SAW filter. The universal blank processor accepts locations 
specifications and a universal blank consisting of a piezoelectric substrate 
fitted with approximate standardized metalization pattern. Using photo­
lithograph or laser etching the processor converts the universal blank 
device into filter with prescribed tap weight settings. The device is then 
to be tested by the Transducer Effective Tap Amplitude (TETAM) response 
measurement system which would provide the measured tap weights and tap 
delay to the design model for comparison with the original specifications.
If the tap weights are not correct, the universal blank processor is to 
alter the tap weights. This design test process is to continue until the 
specifications are reached. At this point a photomask incorporating all 
of the corrections required to make the device operate properly would be 
produced.
(
Specified
Response
KR-1099
Figure 1. SAW universal blank concept.
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II. WORK PERFORMED DURING THIS PERIOD
A. Sampling Techniques for SWUB
Surface wave filters are modeled as a tapped delay line in which 
each transducer element located along the propagation path is placed in 
series with an attenuator as shown in Fig. 2a. A pulse applied to the input 
results in a series of pulses at the output which corresponds on a one for 
one basis with the taps. The height and delay of each pulse is proportional 
to the attenuator setting and the location of the tap along the propagation 
path as shown in Fig. 2b.
The SAW filter design algorithm accepts the transfer function amplitude 
and phase specifications and determines a set of tap weights to be realized 
by a surface acoustic wave transducer. The desired response is specified 
in the frequency domain (Fig. 3b) from which the impulse response (Fig. 3a) 
is calculated using a Fourier transform. In the past one tap of the surface 
acoustic wave transducer was identified with each half cycle of this impulse 
response. Tap weight and position was determined by the amplitude and delay 
of the peak of each cycle. It has recently been shown [I] that arbitrary 
sampling rates can be used to determine the weights and positions of trans­
ducer elements. Using this technique a sampler output as shown in Fig. 3c is 
multiplied by the analog impuse response to provide a sampled impusle 
responce shown in Fig. 3e. The frequency and the delay of the sampler 
does not effect ths shape of the fundamental passband as shown in Fig. 3f 
but only effects the position of images that are determined by convolving 
the frequency domain response of Fig. 3b with the frequency domain response 
of the sampler Fig. 3d. The main negative impact of this oversampling 
technique is the generation of image passbands. If the analog impulse 
response of a bandpass filter is described as:
1 2  3 N
— — I—  - ------ 1---------
(b)
KR -1100
Figure 2. Tapped delay line representation of a SAW filter.
(a) Model
(b) Impulse response
6SAW Filter Im pulse Response Design
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Figure 3. SAW filter impulse response design. 
(a)> (b) Specified response
(c)> (d) Sampler output 
(e )j (f) Sampled response
7h(t) = a(t) cos (o)Qt + 0 (t)) (1)
where: uOq is the center radian frequency,
a(t) is a amplitude modulating function 
and 0(t) is a phase modulating function, is sampled by a function
+»
S(t) = £ 6 (t - iT) (2)
i=C0
where T is the sampling interval, then the sampled frequency response is 
the convolution of the specified response and the sampler frequency 
response yielding,
H(ci)> = H(cd) * 6 (oo - H jr) (3)
A series of images arise for various values of "i" in Equation (2) 
and the position of the images relative to the designed center frequency 
are shown in Fig. 4. The images are numbered in an order as determined 
by their location when the sampling rate is greater than twice the center 
frequency. The abscissa of Fig. 4 is the sampling rate normalized to the 
center frequency and the ordinante is the image location also normalized 
to the center frequency.
The oversampling technique makes the surface wave universal blank 
concept feasible because the sampling rate which determines the tap 
locations does not set the center frequency and arbitrary center 
frequencies are realized by adjusting the individual tap weights. A 
broad range of center frequencies can be achieved with a surface acoustic 
wave universal blank already constructed with a given finger separation, 
but the appearance of images represents a loss of rejection, and careful 
attention must be paid to the image locations.
Figure 4. Image locations vs. sampling rate.
9The conventional approach for designing surface acoustic wave devices 
identifies one finger with each cycle in the impulse response so that the 
normalized sampling rate is 2. In this case images will fall at the funda­
mental, the third, the fifth, the seventh, and all odd harmonics. Since a 
reversed symmetry first image falls on the fundamental direct response, the 
passband of the device is a summation of the direct and the image responses and 
is always symmetrical.
At sampling rates greater than twice the center frequency which is 
defined as the oversampling case, the first image falls at a point equal to 
twice the sampling rate minus the center frequency as shown in the first 
image line of Fig. 4. The circles mark the image response locations measured 
on filters constructed with various normalized sampling rates and tap 
weighting techniques. The emergence of oversampling images with capacity 
weighted SAW transducers is verified in Fig. 5. Figure 5a shows the measured 
(solid) and the theoretical response (dashed) of a capacity weighted 
transducer with a sampling rate of 2.43 operating in conjunction with an 
unweighted 12-tap ID transducer. The image response is suppressed and 
distorted because the unweighted transducer centered at the fundamental 
frequency has a null very near the image frequency.
The image and direct responses of two oversampled capacity weighted 
transducers with a normalized sampling rate of 2.43 is shown in Fig. 5b.
Since the image of both transducers fall at the same point the image is 
very strong. It is larger than the direct response because lower impedance 
at the higher frequency is a closer match to the 50 ft generator and load 
impedances.
When the sampling rate is increased to four times the center frequency 
the first image falls at the third harmonic, the second at the fifth, and 
the third at the seventh and so forth. A filter designed with a normalized 
sampling rate of 4 which is shown in the capacity weighted transducer 
sections clearly demonstrates the existence of the first image at the third 
harmonics (Fig. 28.).
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Figure 5. Oversampled filter response.
(a) Single filter
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The oversampling images represent a loss of rejection at frequencies 
away from the passband and must be suppressed to achieve a high selectivity. 
The approach being considered for suppressing the images is the controlled 
Q impedance matched offset sampling rate device. In this device the input 
transducer has a higher sampling rate than the output transducer and the 
images of each transducer fall at different frequencies. If the device is 
matched with an electrical Q equal to twice the bandwidth so that the matching 
networks still have a negligible effect on the passband, the images will be 
attenuated by 12 db for each bandwidth of separation between the image and 
the direct response plus about 30 to 50 db of opposite transducer rejection.
For example, if each of the transducers provide only 30 db of rejection 
for the opposing image and a 60 db selectivity filter is required, the two 
matching networks must provide 30 db of selectivity and the lowest image must 
be at least two and one half bandwidths above the passband. Once mechanical 
electrode reflections have been reduced and the selectivity of individual 
filters has been improved, the algorithm for determining the coupling rates 
of the input and output'transducers will be established.
12
B. SAW Diffraction
1. No-diffraction Model:
SAW filters are commonly modeled as ideal delay lines assuming 
a Fourier transform relationship between the tap weights and the device 
frequency response. The specified transfer function H(f) is inverse Fourier 
transformed and sampled to yield the tap weights W(t^) such that [1,9],
N -j2nft
H (£) = Z W(t ) e " (4)
n=l
where the values of n from 1 through N represent the N taps.
SAW filters typically consist of a transmitter which generates 
surface waves and a set of receiving elements (Fig. 6) which tap the surface 
wave at various points along the propagation path. For a transmitter of 
width L and a receiver of width i = pL, separated by a distance z (hatted 
quantities are normalized to wavelengths) the signal at the receiver in 
response to unit voltage at the transmitter may be written as a function
* aR(L, pL, z).
If the taps are connected to the bus bars through external 
attenuators then the received signal at any tap is written as,
u-p (f» )  = r(t ) R(L, p(t ) L,z) (5a)R n n n
where r(t ) is the attenuation function.
In the absence of diffraction, the surface waves are assumed plane 
and uniform across the aperture, so that,
R(L, pL, z) oc p.e -j2rrz
= p • e-j2rrft
(5b)
where, f = frequency and t = time delay
13
Transmitter Receiver
Figure 6. SAW filter structure.
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The different methods for implementing a desired set of tap weights 
are broadly of two types:
(1) Varying overlap or apodized weighted transducers: Here the
width of the receiving aperture is varied in accordance with the tap 
weight function p(t ) = W(t^) and r(tn) = 1. The received signal is obtained 
from Eqs. (5a) and (5b) as,
-j2nft
U (f,t ) = R[L, p(t ).L z] « p(t ).e K n n , n
- j2rrft
= W(t )*e nn
(6)
(2) Uniform overlap or unapodized weighted transducers: Here
the receiving aperture is of constant width and the weighting is achieved
by capacitive attenuators at each finger [6] or by selective withdrawal
of fingers [10] or by series weighting [7], We will discuss this class
of devices with reference to the first method but it can be extended to
the other methods. In this method the tap attenuation function r(t ) isn
varied in accordance with the tap weight function, i.e., r(t ) = W(t ) andn n
p (t ) - 1. The received signal is obtained from Eqs. (5a) and (5b) as,
„ * * -j2iTft
V £,t ) = r ( 0  ' R(L>L>2) “ r(t )-e R n n n (7)
- j2rrft
= W(t )«e nn
From Eqs (6) and (7) we see that in the absence of diffraction both 
methods achieve the desired tap weighting as expressed by Eq. (4).
2. Frequency-dependent and frequency, independent tap models for 
diffraction :
A A A
In the presence of diffraction R(L, pL, z) in a more complicated 
function than expressed by Eq. (5b). In analogy with Eqs. (6 ) and (7),
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the received signal is written as
-j2nft
lL,(f,t ) = W (f, t ) e nR \ > D \ j n/
where W^ represents the actual frequency-dependent complex tap weights 
including the effects of diffraction. The distorted frequency response 
due to diffraction is given by
N -j2TTft
Hjj(f) = 2 W (f,t )-e n (8)
n=l
The tap weights WD (f,t ) are calculated using the standard Huygens function 
method. The mathematics as applied to parallel line interdigital trans­
ducers has been discussed in the appendix. We will call this the frequency- 
dependent tap (FDT) model since it takes into account the frequency 
dependence of individual tap response due to diffraction.
Transfer function and beam profile predictions on the basis of 
this model have been experimentally verified by Mitchell and Stevens [3] 
and by Szabo and Slobodnik [4], This method, though quite accurate, has 
the disadvantage of requiring a large amount of computation time.
A considerable reduction in computation time is achieved if the 
frequency dependence of W^ is neglected i.e., if ^(fjt^) i-s replaced by 
its value at some convenient frequency, f^, possibly the center frequency. 
For typical narrowband filters this is a very good approximation. With 
this approximation, Eq. (8) becomes,
N -j2TTft
V £) -  V W  e (9)
We will call this the frequency independent tap (FIT) model. It is far 
faster than the FDT because,
(l) W^ needs only to be calculated for one frequency instead 
of each frequency of interest and
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(2) The efficient fast Fourier transform may be used in 
computing Hpif).
For a typical narrowband filter it takes only a few seconds for FIT compared 
to a few minutes for FDT.
Figure 7a shows H^(f) calculated for an apodized filter using the 
FIT and FDT models. The difference is negligible at levels below 40 db. 
Either model predicts diffraction effect quite well, as shown in Figs. 7b 
and 7 c.
Wagers [16] in his paired echo analysis of unapodized transducers 
predicted diffraction effects down to 50 db using an FIT model, but for a 
very narrowband filter (.5% bandwidth).
In Figs. 8a and 8b we have compared the predictions from the FDT 
and FIT models for two filters of different bandwidths (1% and 2%). The 
differences between the two models show up near the upper transition 
frequency for the 2% bandwidth filter. In the rest of this paper we will 
discuss the level of errors expected with the FIT model in different cases.
3. Physical significance of the FIT model:
The accuracy of the FIT model is of interest not only because 
of its speed but also because it represents the limit to which diffraction 
effects may be corrected during filter design. The process of correction 
involves determining the right overlap functions and delays p(t ) for 
apodized devices (or the right attenuation functions and delays r(t^) for 
unapodized devices) so that the diffracted tap weights WD (f,tn) accurately 
reproduce the desired tap weight function W(t^). However, this can only 
be done for a single frequency f^ ., such that W^(f.-,t ) = W(t ). No 
technique is known to tailor the amplitude and delay of a single tap 
so as to compensate for the frequency variation of diffraction effects.
17
(b)
(C)
Figure 7. Experimental and predicted response with diffraction 
for apodized filter
(a) Diffracted response calculated using FIT and FDT models
(b) Predicted response without diffraction and experimental response
(c) Predicted response with diffraction and experimental response
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The added accuracy of the FDT model is thus only of analytical value; it 
cannot be used to improve performance. The accuracy to which the FIT model 
reproduces the FDT model represents the ultimate accuracy to which diffraction 
corrections may be effected.
4. FIT model for unapodized devices:
From Eq. (7) we have for the received signal,
uR (f>tn) = r(tn).R(L,L,z)
A A A
R(L,L,z) has been shown in the appendix to be given by (A-3),
R(L,L,z) = e~j2nz J l  L» S (F) 
where S(F) = FR — --- —^  (e"^F-l)
I 17 ^
F _ ttL2 = tt( L / X ) 2
z(l + y) z/\(1+y)
(10a)
(10b)
( 11)
(X = wavelength).
The parameter F is seen to vary directly with frequency (Eq. (11)) and may 
be written as,
(12a)
where the subscript 0 indicates the value at f = Similarly,
Using (12a) and (12b) we may write Eq. (10b) (for small changes, Af, in 
frequency from f^) as,
(12b)
20
R(i„L,'z) = e'j2TTZ. J l  • Lq .[S(F0) + ^(S(FQ) + D(FQ))] 
dS(F )
D< V  ■ Fo ^
 4£(
where
and has been evaluated in the Appendix (Eq. A-4).
For a given value of L, S(FQ) and D(FQ) may be written as S(t) 
and D(t) respectively, since Fq is given by,
F„ =
i 2ttL ttL
0 z(l+Y) fQ*t(l+Y)
Thus, Eq. (10a) may be written as,
- j2Trft
■ *<*»>•* “ •'T2 • V
[ S ( V  + f j  t S < V  + D ( t n>5l
If r(tn) = W(tn),
N
HD (f) - I UR (f,tn) 
n=l
Af
where
= H(f) * [S(f) + f -  (S(f) + D(f))]
0
= H(f) * S(f) + ^  • [H(f) * (S(f) + D(f)>] 
0
N -j2TTft N
H(f) = E r(t ) e n = E W(t )e
n=l n n=l n
N -j2nft
S(f) = E s(t )e
n=l
-j2TTft
N -j2TTft
D(f) = E D(t ) ei nn=l
and * denotes convolution.
n
(13)
(14a)
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The FIT model neglects the second term in Eq. (14) and assumes,
HD (f) a. H(f)*S(f)
The difference between the two models is then given by
(14b)
¥ •  • {H(f)*(S(f) + D (f ) ) } 
0
(14c)
The difference becomes appreciable when
AfS(f) - (S (f ) + D (f ) ) .
0
Figure 9 shows S(f) and S(f) + D(f) for the special case of L = 40 and 
Y = 0. Since the latter is an order of magnitude higher than the former 
we may expect that even for moderate values of Af/fQ the error in the 
FIT model may be appreciable. As we saw earlier, for Af/fg = .01 (Fig. 8a) 
the difference is negligible, but for Af/fQ = .02 (Fig. 8b) there is 
some difference.
These small differences, however, become important when we try 
to correct the devices. Correction involves the determination of an 
attenuation function r(t ) that yields the desired tap weight function 
with diffraction. Clearly for a corrected device, r(t^) = W(t^)/S(t^) such
that, from (13), -j2nft
V f ’ V  - « ‘ V -6 a -J Ï - L0
U + f  t 
o
S(t ) + D(t )n
S(t ) n
-  }i (15a)
Thus, for a device with the best possible diffraction correction 
(assuming complete accuracy in the adjustment of tap weights and delays 
and negligible errors from other sources),
Figure 9. Comparing S(f) with S(f) + D(f) [Eq. (14)]
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V f > ■n=l
= H(f) + ^  H(£)*C (£)
0
Where N S (t  ) + Diet ) - j 2 n f t
C (f) " S S(t ) e " U5b)n=l A n
Af/fQ*(H(f)*C(f)) thus represents a diffraction error that may not be 
corrected iaway. Figures 10a and 10b show the predicted response from the 
FDT and FIT models for the corrected filters. For the filter with 2% 
bandwidth we see that nothing is gained from the correction. For the filter 
with 17o bandwidth there is some gain but not as much as expected from the 
FIT model.
However, because the errors are localized in the upper transition 
region of the frequency function, we may minimize the error by choosing f^ 
not at center frequency but at a higher frequency in the region of distortion. 
This makes Af=0 right around the frequencies of maximum error (eq. 15b).
Figure lib shows the predicted responses from the FDT and FIT 
models for the 2% bandwidth filter corrected at 103.5 MHz in place of 
100 MHz. The correction is near perfect. Figure 11a shows the same for 
the 1% bandwidth filter corrected at 101.5 MHz.
For the uncorrected filters better agreement between FDT and FIT 
models may be obtained by performing calculations at the upper band-edge 
frequency instead of the center frequency in the latter model. Figure 12 
shows the predicted response for the 2% bandwidth filter (uncorrected) 
with the FIT model calculated at 103.5 MHz. The agreement is clearly 
better than in Fig. 8b where the FIT model was calculated at 100 MHz.
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-------FIT at 100 MHz
-------FDT
96 98 100 102 104
Frequency (MHz)
(a)
90  9 5  100 105 110
Frequency (MHz) KP-1108
(b)
Figure 10. Diffracted response calculated using the FDT model and the FIT 
model (at center frequency) for unapodized filter with
(a) 1% bandwidth corrected at 100 MHz
(b) 27o bandwidth corrected at 100 MHz
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Figure 11. Dl5ftaC/ eV eSP°nSe calculated using the FDT model and the 
model bandedge frequency) for unapodized filter with
(a) l/o bandwidth corrected at 101.5 MHz
(b) 2% bandwidth corrected at 103.5 MHz
FIT
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Figure 12. Diffracted response for 2% bandwidth uncorrected filter 
using the FDT model and the FIT model at 103.5 MHz.
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We thus conclude that for unapodized devices,
(1) We may use the FIT model to predict frequency response 
accurately down to below 60 db by a judicious choice 
of f^. We've discussed only narrowband filters since 
diffraction errors are known to become negligible 
with wider bandwidths for unapodized filters [16].
(2) We may obtain nearly perfect diffraction correction 
by correcting not at center frequency but around the 
band-edge frequency.
5. Apodized Devices:
From Eq. (6) we have for the received signal,
In this case too it is possible to work as in Eq. (13) for small Af,
-j 2uft
For a corrected device, we choose p(t^) such that S(FQ,p(tn)) = W(t^) 
so that,
uR (f,tn ) = RtL> P(tn)-L, z] (16a)
From the Appendix, Eq. (A-6a),
R(L, p(tn)-L, z) = e'j2TTZ J l L-S(F, p(tn)) (16b)
-j2TTft
(17b)
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Thus
V f > = *  . V f > Vn=l
= H(f) + ££ • H(f)*B(f)
where
N W(t ) + D(F0>p(t )) "J2TT£tn
B <f> = S . ' W(t )------ —  *n=l n ^
(17c)
(18)
This is of the same form as Eq. (15b) for unapodized devices. Both B(f) 
and C(f) represent the errors that cannot be corrected away for the 
respective cases.
However, it is not possible to obtain B(f) without specifying 
p(t^). For comparison we have chosen a triangular apodization function 
p(t^) and obtained the corresponding B(f). This is compared with C(f) 
in Fig. 13. Since B(f) is larger we may expect the fundamental limit to 
diffraction correction to be higher for apodized devices than for 
unapodized devices.
This is shown in Fig. 14 for a corrected apodized filter with 
27o bandwidth. Correction is good only down to about 50 db. An apodized 
device with the best diffraction correction is still only about as good 
as an uncorrected unapodized device (Fig. 8b).
Since for the apodized transducer, the errors are spread over 
all frequency, we cannot shift the frequency of correction for better 
results as in the unapodized case.
Figure 13. Comparing C(f) and B(f) [Eqs. (17) and (15)].
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Figure 14. Diffracted response for a corrected 27o bandwidth filter 
implemented by apodization calculated using the FDT 
model and the FIT model (at center frequency).
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C. Tap Configuration Study
1. Introduction
Apodization is the most widely used technique for adjusting the 
tap weight of surface acoustic wave interdigital transducers. When an 
apodized transducer is used to generated SAWs, the amplitude is constant 
but there is spatial variation of the beam which is directly proportional 
to the relative tap weight as illustrated in Fig. 15a. The major dis­
advantages of apodization for the universal blank implementation are:
1) It requires a non-apodized input transducer or the use of a multistrip 
coupler; 2) It is difficult to model because of the varying beam width,
3) It has increased diffraction errors, 4) It has an inherent loss due to 
non uniform interaction across the beam, 5) It is difficult to adjust taps 
to be stronger by shortening the finger with a laser trimmer.
As an alternative, tap attenuator techniques control the coupling 
strength of equal length taps to adjust the time response and produce a 
constant beam width SAW with varying amplitude as illustrated in Fig. 15b.
The CTWN (capacitive tap weight network) is a compact, constant phase 
attenuator used to implement voltage weighting. A number of techniques 
for introducing tap attenuation have been used in special applications 
with varying degrees of success, however, each technique has limitations 
which prevent its general use [5,6,7]. The CTWN uses thin film capacitors 
in a bridge type network to control the voltage applied to a tap and does 
not require any additional substrate area. The CTWN technique overcomes 
the problem of apodization at a cost of more complex fabrication and 
increased electrical Q.
2. Single Tap Analysis
The CTWN structure for a single isolated tap, as shown in Fig. 16 
consists of finger lines labeled A and B deposited directly on the piezo­
electric substrate, a dielectric layer, and upper electrodes labeled (1)
II
I
I
1
I
■
I
I
I
1
I
I
1
1
1
I
I
I
(b )
KP-1034
Figure 15. Illustration of typical surface waves having identical 
sampled impulse responses
(a) Constant amplitude and variable overlap
(b) Variable amplitude and constant spatial width
(a)
KP-923
Figure 16. The two port CTWN bridge with the I.D. electrode pair 
as the load and its physical structure
(a) Equivalent circuit
(b) Physical structure
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and (2). The signal is placed across the buss bars of the upper layer and 
is capacitively coupled to the lower finger pair which generates a surface 
wave. The coupling strength is dependent upon the difference of capacities 
C-^ and and their relative values with respect to the finger pair capaci­
tance. This structure allows the transducer size to remain constant with 
varying weight. Figure 17 is the simplified equivalent electrical circuit of 
the CTWN structure using the standard IDT cross field model [8 ] for a finger 
pair.
The sum of the series capacitor, C-^ , and shunt capacitor, C^, is 
defined as the bridge attenuator capacitance
CT = ci + V  (19)
and the transducer capacitance, C , established by the lower finger liness
and the piezoelectric substrate is similar to the capacity of the ID 
transducer. The ratio of the transducer capacitance to the brige attenuator 
capacitance is defined as the transducer bridge reactance ratio
°R ' V CT
cs
Cl + C2
(20)
The ratio of the differential capacitance
AC = Cx - C2
to the bridge attenuator capacitance is defined as the attenuator gain
C - C
«W " ¿TTcJ ■ a c/ct <21>
For C2 equal zero, the attenuator gain is maximum and when = C^, it is 
0. The dynamic range is determined by the capacitor balance which is very 
accurately set with I.C. technology. With Zq = 1, the turns ratio in the 
cross field model for an electrode pair is the familiar expression [8]
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Figure 17. The CTWN equivalent electrical circuits.
(a) The thin film bridge network with the I.D.T. cross 
field model for the finger pair
(b) Reduction of circuit to an equivalent capacitor 
and a reduced turns ratio (p )
(c) Impulse response model for cfwN
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2 - 1 2r = 4tt u£sk (22)
The acoustic radiation conductancd for a lower finger pair which is nearly 
constant near center frequency is given by
2 "-1 2 G = r Z = 4tt uuC k 0 0 s *(23)
The CTWN bridge network is considered a two port network with the 
equivalent circuit for the interdigital electrode pair being the load. The 
attenuator transfer function is
|A(a>) |
'42(C, +C„ + 2C2) +4G2 1 2  s o
arg |A (oo) |
2G
;<C1 + C2 + 2Cs >
(24)
Using substitutions with Eqs. (20) and (21), the attenuation transfer 
function is rewritten as
|A(U>) | = ------- -2----------- --
t j , 0 v 2 r  . - 2 . 4  2(1 +  2 a „ )  + 6 4 tt kK K
Q -1, 2OTT k ot
^ s l A (“)l - (1+2br) •
(25)
2For a given piezoelectric coupling coefficient (k ), the denominator of 
| A ((D) I is a function of and defined as
K =
A  (1 + 16n"2k 4)a2 + 4aD + 1K K
k is the coupling coefficient including the effect of the dielectric film.
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For YZ LiN^O^, 16tt 2k^ = 3.43 x 10  ^ and for ST quartz, is 16tt 2k^ = 7.85 x 
10 It can be concluded that in most cases K is:
K » 1
(1 +  2 c*r )
(2 6 )
2 2 and K versus aR is plotted in Fig. 18. The parameter K is interpreted as
a capacitive coupling coefficient of the composite tap because it defines the
mutual stored energy between the thin film capacitors and the finger capacitance
with an attenuator gain of 1. The ability to control this parameter is an
important feature of the CTWN. The attenuator transfer ratio reduces to
|A(<d)| - CMK . (27)
Examining Eq. (27) shows that so long as K remains constant, the attenuator 
gain (which is linearly dependent on AC) is the normalized tap weight. The 
restraint that K remain constant (which implies ct is constant) yields tap 
weight control without phase variation which is an important criteria for 
simplifying filter design. This criteria is not met in the series capacitive 
weighted approach where a single capacitor is in series with the acoustic 
finger capacitance [ 5 ]. For the series weighted transducer (C2 = 0) the 
tap weight is controlled by the ratio of coupling capacitance to finger 
impedance but the attenuator argument also varies with tap weight which causes 
errors in the filter response. Attenuator phase shift as calculated from 
Eq. (25) with = 0 is plotted in Fig. 19. For low coupling coefficient 
materials such as ST quartz, tap phase errors are small while for larger 
coupling coefficient materials such as YZ LiNbO^, tap phase varies signifi­
cantly with a and must be considered if is allowed to vary.Jti K.
The acoustic conductance of a single tap is given by
2 ,r „ v 2 2tt> (C1 - C ) r
^(C. +C_ + 2C ) +4G2 i 2 s o
G'a
Figure 18. Capacitive coupling coefficient versus the transducer 
bridge reactance ratio.
Figure 19. The argument of the attenuator transfer ratio versus the 
transducer bridge reactance ratio.
(a) 128° YX LiNbCL
(b) YZ LiNbCL J
(c) ST quartz
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and upon substituting in Eqs. (20), (21), and (22) the simplified expression 
is
G'a
2 2 2 0i K r w
The effective turns ratio is reduced from r to rp wherer s
p - Ka . s w
(28)
(29)
Since Oi^  is the attenuator gain, K2 effectively reduces the coupling 
coefficient for unity gain and the maximum coupling coefficient using a 
CTWN transducer is k2K2. This added dimension allows the designer to choose 
the coupling coefficient which best suits his design criteria (i.e. it is
possible to choose a reduced coupling coefficient for long time delay trans­
ducers) .
The input capacitance is
, 12Go (C1+C2 ) +  »  (Ct  +  C2 + 2Cs ) (CxCs + C2Cs + 2C, C, ) 1
4G2 + U)2(C, + C„+2C )2 o 1 2  s'
Substituting Eqs. (20), (21), and (26) one obtains
a 2 C
Cs = [1 ' (l+W2aR)] 2^  (3°)
The minimum value of (o^w) occurs when the attenuator gain is one and the 
maximum value occurs when it is zero.
C '(min) = C'(l)o S [1 ' (l + 2aR)] Cs/20fR
C '(max) = C'(0) = C /2ao S S K.
(31)
Figure 20plots the family of curves for C'/C versus attenuators s
gain with the transducer bridge reactance ratio as a parameter. The 
normalized capacitance (Cg/Cg) remains nearly constant for tap weights in
5a)
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Figure 20. Normalized tap capacitance versus the attenuation gain with 
the transducer bridge reactance ratio as a parameter.
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the range from .001 to .1 and the maximum capacitance is inversely pro­
portional to the transducer bridge reactance ratio. In an apodized trans­
ducer most of the input capacitance is due to the large taps, however, 
small taps in the CTWN actually have a greater input capacitance and the 
total CWTN transducer capacitance becomes larger if a greater number of small 
taps are required.
3. Capacitive Tap Weight Network Impulse Response Model
The impulse response model as described by Hartmann, et al. [9] 
provides easy computation of the first order SAW filter response for ID 
transducers. The following analysis applies the IR model to the CTWN and 
derives the equivalent circuit parameters shown in Fig. 21.
(a) Input Admittance for Non-Weighted Non-Dispersive Filters
The fundamental impulse frequency response of a N pair non- 
weighted transducer is [14]
h)t) = f ^^4k */c~ sin w t  0 < t < N/f o s o — — o
= 0 t < 0, N/f < t.
and -jwN/2f
H ^ =  2k N sin X/X es o (33)
where X = Nrr(w-wo)/w q . The acoustic radiation admittance parameters are
Ga<” > ' W  ^
2 2where G (w ) = 8k C f N . Using the Hilbert transform yields a o s o J
(34)
Ba (w) =
G (w )(sin 2X-2X) a o _________ _22X (35)
At center frequency Ba(wQ) = 0, therefore the reactance is due only to the 
static capacitance Cq.
y ' cfin - T - w ‘Gqîcü) Ba(tu)
KP-1037
Figure 21. Equivalent circuit for the input admittance of a CTWN transducer.
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The above analysis is applicable to the CTWN when making simple 
changes in variable. The bridge network introduces a capacitive coupling 
coefficient so that the reduced acoustic conductance for the CTWN structure 
at center frequency becomes.
G' (w ) = 8k2K2a2C f N2 a o w s o (36)
For the specific example of a non-weighted transducer, the acoustic con-
2 2ductance varies depending on the choice of K and a for all taps. The 
static capacitance of a CTWN tranducer is given by
Co
NC Oiw
1 +  2« .R (37)
In an overlap structure, the ratio of C to G remains constant witho o
respect to beam width, therefore the Q is only dependent on N, the number
of taps. However, in the CTWN transducer the ratio of C' to G'(w ) iso a o
dependent on N and the choice of a_ and Oi . The electrical radiation 0R w x
of the device at center frequency is defined as
C
O' = — 2—  ^R G'(w ) (38)
Using Eqs. (36) and (37) this is rewritten as
2Oi
1- W
=
n 1 + lot[' R2 L 2 2 4k N K loi^ Oi R w
(39)
For the overlap structure the Q is defined as
QR
TT
4k2N
(40)
The Q enhancement ratio is defined as the CTWN Q divided by the apodized
Q
45
ot
—  = [
1- W1 + 2 a.R
2 2 !T2c*Da R w
(41)
There is a minimum value for the Q enhancement ratio with a proper choice 
of the bridge reactance ratio. This is found by taking the derivative of 
(^ /Qr with respect to aR and setting the result equal to zero, which yields
6(W  _ [% 2 + tow2 -i>]
6ctR , 24a a_w R
(42)
therefore, the minimum Q enhancement occurs when
Jl-a 2wot = R (43)
The minimum Q enhancement ratio for non weighted transducers (ot =1) is •w
= (l + 2aR). (44)
If a reduced coupling coefficient is necessary, the Q enhancement ratio
is set by choosing appropriate values of otn and ot . The Q enhancementR w
ratio is plotted in Fig. 22 versus the transducer bridge reactance with 
attenuator gain as a parameter.
(b) Input Admittance for Weighted CTWN Transducer
The following extends the non-weighted transducer analysis 
to the weighted case and compares the results to that of an apodized 
transducer. The acoustic conductance, G (cjo) , of a transducer having an 
impulse response h(t) is:
Ga(co) = 2 |h (iju) (2
where H(u>) = F.T.{h(t)} .
Q
r
/Q
r
ON
Figure 22. The Q enhancement ratio versus the transducer bridge reactance 
ratio with the attenuator gain as a parameter.
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With the constraint of constant ot for all taps, the acoustic conductanceK
for a CTWN transducer obtained using Eq. (29) and the impulse response 
model is
G' (u)) = 2K2 |h (gu) |
The ratio of acoustic conductance for an apodized filter to the CTWN trans­
ducer is
Ga (0)) 1
(45)
The input capacitance for an N tap transducer is written as apodized
N N
c = E C (n) = C E Oi (n)o sn=l s , w n=l (46)
with most of the capacitance being contributed by the large taps. The CWTN 
transducer input capacitance is
NCs Cs N 2
C° = K  ' 2V *  + 2V  n=l “w(n>
(47)
The Q enhancement ratio for the weighted transducer from Eqs. (45), (46), 
and (47) is
1 + 2V
RC1 /C
= G'/G a a
which is further simplified to
2-
N- (1 +
N
E Oi (n) , w n=l
QR^QR
r<u 2 v Y i
= l r ^ r - K = -w
Oiw
(1+2V
(48)
where a is the mean attenuator gain and ot is the mean square attenuator w w n
gain. When a transducer has many small taps the Q enhancement ratio becomes
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(i + 2a ) i “T  __
W  ■  ~ 2, ,  =  for <“w «  “w>K OiW
and when the tap weights all equal one
(49)
Q'r/QR
(1 + 2aR)2
2otR (1 -
- ) for
1 +  2“ r
(50)
which is the case previously considered for non weighted transducers.
For a given set of tap weights, the minimum Q enhancement ratio attainable 
occurs when
(51)
The use of tap withdrawal techniques [10] to increase the mean square 
attenuator gain is being considered as a possible solution for the increased 
Q of broad band, high shape factor CTWN transducers.
4. Experimental Results
(a) Impulse Response Design and Device Fabrication
A 15 tap, double finger transducer having tap weights ranging 
from 0.015 to 1.0 with a center frequency of 43 MHz on 128° XZ LiNbO^ is 
used to evaluate the accuracy of capacity tap weighting. The theoretical 
sampled impulse and frequency responses for a single weighted transducer 
without diffraction compensation are shown in Fig.23.
The masks used to produce the upper and lower metalized patterns 
for the CTWN transducers are shown in Figs. 24 and 25 respectively. The 
two outer most patterns are CTWN transducers with the relative lengths of 
the lines on the upper mask determining the areas for C^ and C^. Overlap 
between positive and negative electrodes in the upper mask is prevented to 
eliminate any apodized interdigital transducer effects due to fringing fields 
of the upper conductor pattern. The two inner transducer are non-apodized
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(a)
(b)
Figure 23. Theoretical response.
(a) Sampled time domain
(b) Sampled frequency domain
(a) Upper electrode mask
Figure 24. CTWN masks used to fabricate the experimental device.
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(a)
FREQ. X106
(b)
Figure 25. Superimposed theoretical and measured frequence response of a
five finger I.D. input transducer and the CTWN output transducer.
(a) Fundamental
(b) Third harmonic
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and are used to test the CTWN transducers individually. The uniform beam 
width is 27.5 wavelengths and the CTWN transducer separation is 30 wave­
lengths at center frequency.
The lower A1 electrode pattern for the two CTWN transducers are 
produced in the same manner as interdigital transducers. An or a Si0x 
dielectric layer is evaporated over the entire device to a thickness of 
7,000 %. and a 2,000 & A1 layer is deposited onto the SiO^ without breaking 
vacuum. The upper conductor pattern, which is precisely aligned over the 
lower fingers forming the coupling capacitors, is produced photolitho- 
graphically using the mask of Fig. 24. The finished device is annealed 
for 1 hour at 400°C to stabilize the capacitors.
(b) Single CTWN Transducer Operation
The five finger interdigital transducers are used to individually 
test the CTWN transducers. The superposition of the theoretical and measured 
unmatched frequency response for the first and third harmonic are shown in 
Figs. 25a and 25b. The fundamental pass band shape is correct except for a 
0.1 db ripple and the sidelobes are -30 db down occurring primarily due to 
plate mode generation and mechanical electrode reflections. The third 
harmonic also has nearly the correct shape but has reduced sidelobe rejection 
due primarily to bulk modes.
Figure 26 is the fundamental matched frequency response. The pass- 
band is narrower than for the matched case due to the matching network and 
the predictable ripple of 0.41 db is due to the triple transit echo. The 
matching network enhances the surface wave with respect to the bulk mode 
response evident by the increase in out of band rejection from 30 db for 
the unmatched device to 50 db when matched. The device insertion loss of 
11.7 db agrees quite well with the calculated insertion loss of 11.1 db of 
which 6 db is due to bidirectionality, 2.2 db to impedance mismatch of the 
input transducer and 2.9 db thin film dielectric and conductor loss. The
1Figure 26. Fundamental matched frequency response of a five finger 
I.D. input transducer and the CTWN output transducer.
loss is determined by tuning the transducer to out of band frequencies 
and measuring the conductance. The ratio of the conductance at center 
frequency to the out of band conductance determines the loss (assuming 
all other losses remain constant). The minimization of dielectric and 
conductive loss is not attempted for this device however, losses of less 
thdn 1 db are anticipated when using the proper evaporation techniques 
[12,13],
(c) Cascaded Operation
Two identical CTWN transducers are used in the analysis of 
the cascaded filter. Since there is a multiplication of the input and 
output transducer frequency responses
and
H. (u)) • H _(u)) = (cu)input 7 out filter 7
H. (u)) = H (ud) input out
the cascaded device should have a fundamental unmatched out of band 
rejection level of approximately 60 db based on the single filter results. 
Figure 27 shows the fundamental and third harmoni measured and theoretical 
frequency response. The passband shape is nearly as predicted with less 
than 0,1 db ripple and the sidelobes are 50 db down for both the funda­
mental and third harmonic. This indicates a proper time convolution of 
the impulse response of the two filters without appreciable tap errors, 
due to lack of diffraction.
Figure 28 is the match frequency response for the cascaded filter 
at the fundamental and the third harmonic. The fundamental passband response 
is narrower than for the unmatched case due to the matching network, the 
ripple of 0.44 db is due to the triple transit echo and the out-of band 
rejection is 70 db. The measured insertion of 12 db agrees well with 
the calculated insertion loss of 11.8 db (6 db bidirectional loss and 2.9 
db dielectric and conductor loss per transducer).
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FREQ. X106
(b)
Figure 27. Superimposed theoretical and measured frequency response of 
identical CTWN input and output transducers.
(a) Fundamental
(b) Third harmonic
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(b)
Figure 28. Matched frequency response of identical CTWN 
input and output transducers.
(a) Fundamental
(b) Third harmonic
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The matched third harmonic response is broader than predicted by 
the impulse response model due to the interaction of the matching network 
with the transducer electrical impedance. The band narrowing due to the 
electrical matching network are not observed due to the smaller percent 
bandwidth of the third harmonic. The passband ripple of 0.12 db is caused 
by the triple transit echo and the minimum out of band rejection is 50 db.
The measured insertion loss of 14 db is 2 db greater than for the funda­
mental response and may be due to the increased dielectric loss of 1 db 
per transducer at the higher frequency.
(d) CTWN Transducer Admittance
The calculted and measured admittance parameters based on the 
previous analysis are shown in Table I. The finger capitanee is determined 
by measuring the capacitance of the 5 finger IDT transducer. The bridge 
attenuator capacitance (C^) is analytically determined from the dielectric 
constant, film thickness and known capacitance area. Once the finger 
capacitance and bridge attenuator capacitance are known, the remaining 
admittance parameters are calculated following the previously discussed 
design analysis for weighted transducers. The calculated and measured results 
agree quite well indicating the model accurately predicts the admittance 
parameters.
Table I. CWTN Parameter
1------------------
Admittance
Parameters Calculated Measured
Cs -- 3.0 pf.
CT 3.96 pf. --
“r .76 —
K2 .16 --
co 23.9 pf. 20.1 pf.
G'a .206 mmhos. .208 mmhos.
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The electrical Q for this device has not been minimized, but could be
reduced approximately 10% if the transducer bridge reactance ratio (a )R
is 0.4 which corresponds to a SiO^ dielectric layer of approximately 
3900 L
(e) Discussion
The transducer built or designed has tap weights ranging 
from 0.015 to 1 illustrating the large dynamic range available. The device 
has a uniform beam width without using any additional substrate area and 
has the advantage of a continuous tap weight range from 0 to 1 unlike the 
series weighted approach [12] which can only assume discrete values (i.e., 
1/2, 1/3, 1/4, etc.). It has been demonstrated that the CTWN impulse 
response model does accurately predict the tap weights and input admittance 
parameters, however, it will be necessary to include second order effects 
[19] in a complete detailed design procedure.
The cascaded feature of the CTWN technique without the use of 
multistrip couplers is an exceedingly important development since it 
reduces apodization and multistrip coupler losses while reducing the 
necessary substrate area. It is demonstrated that the cascaded filter does 
produce the correct time convolution of the two transducers without 
appreciable tap errors. This allows a unique impulse response to be 
assigned to either transducer and each transducer can be designed inde­
pendently when neglecting second order effects. The third harmonic response 
of the cascaded filter is a near replica of the fundamental indicating tap 
interactions remain constant even at the higher harmonic frequencies. This 
is an important achievement since the third harmonic response of double 
finger apodized transducers are normally degraded due to tap interaction 
errors. The use of double finger CTWN transducers can increase the 
attainable frequency from a given resolution limit by 50% if the third 
harmonic is used. Increased bulk mode suppression is also observed since 
the use of a broadband, non-apodized input transducer is eliminated.
5.9
It is well established that diffraction effects for the general 
class of apodized filters are difficult to model due to the varying 
overlaps. For designs requiring low percentage sidelobes, the small taps 
are dominated by electrostatic fringing, end effects. Diffraction analysis 
and compensation have had the greatest success for non-apodized and with­
drawal weighted transducers, since the beam aperature remains fixed and 
electrostatic beam effects occur only at the beam edges [15,16]. The 
diffraction analysis for a CTWN transducer is simplified since the beam 
width is constant. The CTWN technique has the added advantage of tap weight 
control over a large dynamic range while still limiting diffraction effects 
to only the beam edges. This should make diffraction analysis for the 
general case of weighted transducers orders of magnitude easier and more 
accurate while allowing two weighted transducers to be used in filter 
design.
The CTWN filter presented has a relatively large transition 
bandwidth and is sampled at twice the center frequency, so the electrical 
Q is not a problem with matching; however, for the SWUB filter design the 
increased Q of the CTWN transducer arising from many small taps is trouble­
some.
f. CWTN Conclusions
The capacitive tap weight network has been introduced as a 
practical and accurate way of achieving the weighted tap transducers 
required for SWUB implementation. An impulse response model has been 
developed and experimently verified. The advantages of the techniques 
are:
1) A large, continuous dynamic range of tap adjustments 
or reduced size substrates.
2) Reduced substrate size, uniform tap interactions, and 
elimination of apodization loss due to the uniform 
beam width.
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3) The input and output transducer are both weighted to 
achieve more versatile design.
4) Increased bulk mode suppression is achieved by using 
two weighted transducers eliminating the need for a 
broadband input transducer.
5) The technique is useful on both strong and weak coupling 
coefficient materials.
6) The higher harmonics are excellent reproductions of the 
fundamental response making harmonic operated filters more 
practical and reducing fabrication resolution requirements.
7) Diffraction effects are more easily analyzed and modeled.
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III. CONCLUSIONS
The preliminary results established by the Surface Wave Universal 
Blank Study indicates that the universal blank concept for SAW filter 
development is feasible. In addition, the capacity weighted transducer 
structure and the results of the diffraction study are applicable and 
important to all surface wave development.
The images which arise due to the oversampling design technique are 
located precisely as predicted and present a potential problem in loss of 
selectivity, however, approaches to overcome this are being investigated. 
Further investigation will establish the limits to which the images can 
be suppressed by the use of different sampling rates on the input and 
output transducers and by the use of matching networks.
Diffraction of the surface acoustic wave beam has caused considerable 
difficulty in the design of SAW filters. This study has simplified the 
process for determining the effects of diffraction on a SAW interdigital 
transducer and has established the limits to which the diffraction can 
be corrected on a single transducer. Techniques for determining the optimum 
diffraction corrected designs have been proposed and are being studied in 
the remaining time of this investigation. In addition the study will be 
expanded to compensate for diffraction on cascaded multitapped transducers.
The capacity weighted transducer has proven to be very effective for 
implementing both universal blank and conventional SAW device designs. The 
selectivity of devices constructed with capacity weighted transducers has 
been improved by four orders of magnitude during the course of this study. 
Two problems remain with the capacity weighted transducer; namely, the 
reflection of the surface acoustic waves from the transducer elements and 
the increased electrical Q caused by the capacitive attenuator networks in 
low shape factor filters. Both of these problems are being addressed in 
the remaining portion of this study.
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APPENDIX
Consider a single finger transmitter and receiver of
A
equal width L and separated by a distance z [hatted quantities are referred 
to wavelengths]. The received signal for unit voltage at the transmitter 
is given by [ 4] ,
R(L,L,z) = e'j2TTZ • 7 z (1+Y).
r ■■ L J
V'z/2 (1 + y) 0
L/a/z/2 (1 + y)
dv e-jnv2/2
-2
J -  f exn ( - __ - ____
tt iexpC 2 z/2 (1 + y) ) -1}] (A-l)
where y is the anisotropy parameter for the parabolic substrate i.e., the 
velocity is given by,
v(0) = vo (i+ * e 2>
Defining, F = ttL /z(l+y) 
and
we may write (A-l) as,
(A-2)
x . 2 - 
Fr x = r dv e'JTTV /2 
J0
A A A
R(L,L,z) = e"j2TTZ . a/2 L • S(F)
where S (F) = Fr !2j[ _ _Arr TIftt
(e"jF -1)
(A-3a)
(A-3b)
again & P - - J(e-jF - 1) , £ •  F-3'2
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[we've used the identity,
f- [Fr(f (x)) = e'jTT(f(x)) /2. ^ - ]dx dx
Define, D(F) = F . dS (F) dF
" + j(e'JF-1V 8k
For unequal transmitter and receiver lengths but with the receiver
symmetrically located, we have [4],
.  ^ _______
R(L, pL, z) = e“j2TTZ . J z { l + y )  .
(A-4)
[
& / 2(1+7) 0
b/Vz/2(l + y) . 2/0
J dv e'JTTV /2
Vz/2(1+ y) o
Ja/V2/2(1+^  e-J- ^ 2
- —{exp(- 4? * £ tt 2 z
*2
> ' exp(- f  2/f( + Y) )5]
2 (1 + Y)
A A 1 , f
where b = L(—-— ) , - _ i  / J L lf xa ~ L( 2 )
(A-5)
Comparing (A-5) with (A-l), we may rewrite (A-5) as, 
R(L, pL, z) = R(b,b,z) - R(a,a,z)
= e'j2llz . JlL • [^^2- S(Fb)¥  S< V
where, F, = --- = F .(i±£.x2z(l+Y) K 2 >
F = - — --- = F* (-^— -^)2z(l + Y)  ^2 '
/V A
R(L, pL, z) = e"j2TTZ * J l  L * S(F,p)Thus, (A-6a)
where, 
Again
Define,
S(F,p) =^  s(v  - ¥ S(Fa)
dS(F.p) l + c dS<V . dFb Iz£ dS (F ) a dFa
dF - 2 - dF, ’ dF 2 * dFa * dF
l + £  3 dS(F) 
" ( 2 dFb <¥)3
dS(F)i
T?=T? * DF ]' F=FaF-Fb
-  F -3/2  . J J .  e - j F d  + P2) / 4  s i n  U
___ N „ dS(F,p) 1 -iF(l+ p2)/4 . FpD (F, p) = F* -  't v  = • e s i n f
5F 2
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(A-6b)
(A-7)
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